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TGH SUMMARY 

COPS Finance is a brand new cryptocurrency platform that aims to 

provide users with a plethora of investment options that will allow them 

to manage all of their cryptocurrency needs in one place! From staking, 

to lending, to NFT integrations, a Launchpad, and more, COPS is 

striving to take the Defi space by storm. One of the unique aspects of 

COPS, alongside it’s many other functions, is the NFT farming 

integration that they will offer to their users. Not only will investors be 

able to stake or farm with fungible tokens, they’ll be able to use their 

NFTs to earn rewards as well!  

Since the entire ecosystem is decentralized and run on audited smart 

contracts, COPS gives investors the security they need to participate in 

all the Defi possibilities in one place. With a growing ecosystem and 

continuous development, COPS Finance provides a great opportunity to 

enter a new and thriving platform.  



COPS FINANCE ECOSYSTEM - https://copsfinance.com/ 

The ecosystem of COPS has been created to offer the highest quality protocols for 

users in the Defi space.  

 The intuitive protocol boasts a clean UI, and an easy to use protocol for the 

beginners to the experienced traders.  

 The community is consistently growing, with an active team that aims to 

build a platform that will help all of its users. 

 The ecosystem also has a highly attractive reward system for users. Multiple 

rewards systems are offered, including: staking, yield farming, NFT farming, 

lending/borrowing, and the Launchpad! 

 Additionally, the entire ecosystem is run through smart contracts that have 

been audited by Blockchain Consilleum, giving users’ peace of mind when 

interacting with the blockchain! 

 

Alongside everything else within the 

COPS ecosystem, there is also the COPS 

Dex. With the COPS Dex, COPS will 

truly be an all in one Defi protocol. The 

COPS Dex will allow you to trade tokens, 

and, it will allow the trading of NFTs.  

https://copsfinance.com/


NFTs that users already own can be traded, and users can also mint their own 

NFTs on the COPS platform!  

 

The final piece of the COPS Ecosystem is the Protocol Governance model. The 

COPS ecosystem aims to be fair and to allow the direction of the protocol to be 

determined by the community! By holding COPS tokens, you then can vote on any 

protocol upgrades in the future, allowing the power to be given to the holders! 

 

TOKEN USE CASES 

 

Staking – Staking allows users to add a single asset (COPS) to a pool. By adding 

these tokens to the pool and supporting the protocol, investors will get a % gain 

over time. Staking will go live on April 7
th

 with an APY of 60%! 

Yielding – Yielding is similar to staking, but uses Liquidity Pool tokens, and 

usually boasts higher APY. By adding Liquidity to the protocol and staking that 

liquidity, investors can then get ROI for their amount/time of provision.  

NFT Farming – NFT farming is a new idea presented by COPS that will allow 

users to gain access to exclusive drops in the future! Stay tuned in the socials for 

specifics! 



Lending – Lending allows for users to lend out their assets to others, thus gaining 

interest on the time that the loan is outstanding.  

Borrowing – Users can also choose to borrow funds on the platform, potentially to 

use as arbitrage.  

Copswap – Copswap is where a majority of these functions will take place, and 

where users can exchange assets quickly and easily through the Ethereum 

Blockchain.  

Launchpad – Last, but certainly not least, the Launchpad is where other projects 

can use the COPS Finance platform to launch their own project. COPS will aid in 

the launch and provide COPS holders to opportunity to learn about and take part in 

launches.  

 

 

TOKENOMICS 

 

 

 

 



VESTING SCHEDULE 

 

 

THE TEAM 

The team behind COPS Finance is anonymous, but that hasn’t stopped them from 

putting out a great project. The team has constantly released products on time and 

have successfully built a product that the community loves. With constant 

development on their end, Naz and company have huge goals for their ecosystem, 

and so far they’ve proved that they are up to the task.  

 

 



 

 

ROADMAP 

 

 

 

 



 

RESOURCES 

Ticker: COPS 

Total Supply – 18,000 

Initial Circulating Supply – 4,860 

Website – https://copsfinance.com 

BitcoinTalk - 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5326924.msg56663459#msg56663459  

Discord - https://discord.gg/tEnMTpaHRA 

LiveCoinWatch – https://www.livecoinwatch.com/price/COPSFINANCE-

COPS?tab=1 

Reddit - https://www.reddit.com/r/CopsFinance/ 

Twitter – https://twitter.com/CopsFinance 

Telegram – https://t.me/copsfinance 

Youtube Review - https://youtu.be/OWNKk2Tl41w 

Contract address – 0x324f8017f712077d35396c2d37bc8fded0699314 

Decimals – 18 

 

CATALYSTS 

- LIVE ON UNISWAP 

- Audit by Blockchain Consilleum! Code goes public in Q2! 

- Fully decentralized ecosystem for all your Defi possibilities 

- Yield Farming pools and NFT Farming in Q2! 

- Token buy backs from the team to promote growth of the liquidity floor 

- Tiny supply of only 18,000 tokens, only 4,860 circulating 

- Staking live on April 7
th

 with 60% APY! 
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